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On what might become one of the most
significant days in her husbands
presidency, Alice Blackwell considers the
strange and unlikely path that has led her to
the White House - and the repercussions of
a life lived, as she puts it, almost in
opposition to itself.A kind, bookish only
child born in the 1940s, Alice learned the
virtues of politeness early on from her
stolid parents and small Wisconsin
hometown. But a tragic accident when she
was 17 shattered her identity and made her
understand the fragility of life and the
tenuousness of luck. So more than a decade
later, when she met boisterous, charismatic
Charlie Blackwell, she hardly gave him a
second look. She was serious and
thoughtful, and he would rather crack a
joke than offer a real insight; he was the
wealthy son of a bastion family of the
Republican party, and she was a school
librarian
and
registered
Democrat.
Comfortable in her quiet and unassuming
life, she felt inured to his charms. And
then, much to her surprise, Alice fell for
Charlie.As Alice learns to make her way
amid the clannish energy and smug
confidence of the Blackwell family,
navigating the strange rituals of their
country club and summer estate, she
remains uneasy with her newfound good
fortune. And when Charlie eventually
becomes President, Alice is thrust into a
position she did not seek - one of power
and influence, privilege and responsibility.
As Charlies tumultuous and controversial
second term in the White House wears on,
Alice must face contradictions years in the
making.In Alice Blackwell, New York
Times best-selling author Curtis Sittenfeld
has created her most dynamic and complex
heroine yet. American Wife is a gorgeously
written novel that weaves class, wealth,
race, and the exigencies of fate into a
brilliant tapestry - a novel in which the
unexpected becomes inevitable, and the
pleasures and pain of intimacy and love are
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laid bare.
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: American Wife: Love, War, Faith, and Renewal Feb 10, 2009 The Paperback of the American Wife by Curtis
Sittenfeld at Barnes & Noble. The novel, Sittenfelds most fully realized yet, artfully evokes the Review: American
Wife by Curtis Sittenfeld Books The Guardian Aug 29, 2008 The American wife of Sittenfelds new novel,
conspicuously modeled after the life of Laura Bush as recorded in Ann Gerharts biography The Steamy novel stars a
thinly veiled Laura Bush - today > books American Wife: A Memoir of Love, War, Faith, and Renewal and over one
million other .. American Wife: A Novel (Random House Readers Circle) Paperback. American Wife - The
Washington Post Nov 25, 2008 I began American Wife expecting a sharp political satire. I found instead a My only
regret is that Sittenfelds novel is far too good for them. Prep and American Wife: Two Bestselling Novels - Kindle
edition by A kind, bookish only child born in the 1940s, Alice Lindgren has no idea that she will one day end up in the
White House, married to the president. In her small American Wife, by Curtis Sittenfeld: First Lady, Second
Version American Wife - The New Yorker Much like the protagonists of her novels American Wife and Prep, Curtis
Sittenfeld, and her writing, are interesting, though interesting in a very quiet way. On the Curtis Sittenfeld:
Fictionalizing A First Lady : NPR Nov 15, 2010 Curtis Sittenfeld is one of the USs finest novelists - feted for
American Wife, a novel that gazumped Laura Bushs own life story. Hadley Sep 7, 2008 AMERICAN WIFE. By Curtis
Sittenfeld. Random House. 558 pp. $26. In January 2004, Curtis Sittenfeld had not yet published her first novel Curtis
Sittenfeld: American Wife is the opposite of satire Books Aug 27, 2008 In American Wife, a novel loosely inspired
by the life of Laura Bush, Curtis Sittenfeld boldly imagines the inner life of a first lady. American Wife by Curtis
Sittenfeld Reviews, Discussion American Wife has 2974 ratings and 370 reviews. Nashekin i think the book is about
the wife and the husband i think so it is about that i have not read that American Wife: : Curtis Sittenfeld:
8601300323985 American Wife is a gorgeously written novel that weaves class, wealth, race, and the exigencies of fate
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into a brilliant tapestrya novel in which the unexpected American Wife by Curtis Sittenfeld - review - Telegraph
Elizabeth Curtis Sittenfeld (born 1975) is an American writer. She is author of five novels: Prep, the tale of a
Massachusetts prep school The Man of My Dreams, a coming-of-age novel and an examination of romantic love
American Wife, Book Review American Wife, by Curtis Sittenfeld - The New York Sep 4, 2008 In a coy little note
preceding her radioactive, Republican-baiting scandal bomb of a novel American Wife, Curtis Sittenfeld writes that the
book American Wife Sep 1, 2008 The most shocking thing about American Wife, Curtis Sittenfelds novel based
loosely on the life of Laura Bush, is not American Wife, By Curtis Sittenfeld The Independent American Wife: A
Novel (Random House Readers Circle) [Curtis Sittenfeld] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A kind, bookish
only child American Wife: Love, War, Faith, and Renewal by Taya Kyle Jul 8, 2008 Theres no question that Laura
Bush provided the inspiration for protagonist in Curtis Sittenfelds upcoming novel, American Wife. : Buy American
Wife: A Novel Book Online at Low Prices American Wife is not a novel about politics. It is a gorgeously written
novel that weaves race, class, fate and wealth into a brilliant tapestry. It is a novel in which Summary and reviews of
American Wife by Curtis Sittenfeld READ A SAMPLE LISTEN TO SAMPLE ENLARGE BOOK COVER
American Wife is one of the most remarkable memoirs of the year -- a universal chronicle Laura Bush is the fictional
American Wife - - Buy American Wife: A Novel book online at best prices in india on Amazon.in. Read American
Wife: A Novel book reviews & author details and more American Wife, by Curtis Sittenfeld -- New York Magazine
Book Our Reading Guide for American Wife by Curtis Sittenfeld includes a Book Club Discussion Guide, Book
Review, Plot Summary-Synopsis and Author Bio. American Wife - Reading Guide - Book Club Discussion
Questions Aug 28, 2008 Would we be interested in reading Curtis Sittenfelds new novel, American Wife, if it werent
obvious that the narrator, Alice Blackwell, American Wife by Curtis Sittenfeld Curtis Sittenfeld is an amazing writer,
and American Wife is a brave and moving novel about the intersection of private and public life in America. Ambitious
and American Wife: A Novel - Kindle edition by Curtis Sittenfeld Prep and American Wife: Two Bestselling Novels
- Kindle edition by Curtis Sittenfeld. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.
American Wife is outrageous (not in a good way) - Goodreads Oct 11, 2008 Two mysteries hover over Curtis
Sittenfelds timely third novel, American Wife, a fictional memoir by a 21st-century First Lady that was rushed
American Wife - Taya Kyle, Jim DeFelice - Hardcover Nov 12, 2008 Curtis Sittenfelds novel is a fictionalised
portrait based on the now must take guts and a fair amount of gall to write a book like American Wife. The Secret
Inner Life of Laura Bush - The Atlantic Oct 13, 2008 Curtis Sittenfelds new novel American Wife is about a kind,
bookish, young woman who marries a wealthy charismatic young man who
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